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LUDWIG VAN BEETHOVEN (1770-1827)
Symphony No. 9 in D minor, Op. 125
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I.
II.
III.
IV.

Allegro ma non troppo, un poco maestoso
Molto vivace – Presto – Molto vivace
Adagio molto e cantabile – Andante moderato
Presto – Allegro assai – Vivace – Alla marcia – Andante maestoso –
Allegro energico – Prestissimo (Final chorus from Schiller's 'Ode to Joy')

[17:14]
[11:18]
[20:03]
[24:23]

TILLA BRIEM soprano ELISABETH HOENGEN contralto PETER ANDERS tenor
RUDOLF WATZKE bass THE BRUNO KITTEL CHOIR (chorus master: BRUNO KITTEL)
BERLIN PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA (recorded 'live': Berlin, March 1942)
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Overture – Leonore III – REHEARSAL
[10:59]
STOCKHOLM PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA (recorded: Stockholm, 12 November 1948)
Overture – Leonore III
[14:36]
CONCERTGEBOUW ORCHESTRA (recorded ‘live’: Amsterdam, 13 July 1950)
Overture – Egmont
[8:24]
BERLIN PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA (studio recording: Berlin, 1933)
Overture – Coriolan
[8:57]
BERLIN PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA (recorded ‘live’: Berlin, 30 June 1943)
GEORG FRIEDRICH HANDEL (1685-1759)
Concerto Grosso in D minor, Op. 6, No. 10
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Andante larghetto e staccato; Allegro [4:37] 7
Andante
Largo e staccato
[4:07] 8
Allegro
TEATRO COLÓN ORCHESTRA (recorded ‘live’: Buenos Aires, 23 April 1950)

[2:30]
[3:43]
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FRANZ SCHUBERT (1797-1828) Rosamunde I – incidental music

[6:48]

10

JOSÉ MARIA CASTRO (1892-1964) Overture to a Comic Opera

[4:06]
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TEATRO COLÓN ORCHESTRA (recorded ‘live’: Buenos Aires, 5 May 1950)

Furtwängler and Beethoven – ‘Many roads lead to Rome’
This war-time performance of Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony conducted by Wilhelm
Furtwängler is one of three broadcasts of the work issued by Guild Music in 2008, each
performance being under the direction of a great conductor of the past – Fritz Busch,
Wilhelm Furtwängler and Arturo Toscanini. These performances do not constitute a set of
records, nor is it necessary that the collector obtains all three in order to judge one against the
other, or to put them in order of preference – although many will do so; the intention behind
these virtually simultaneous releases is that the serious music-lover has the opportunity
to hear how three eminently great, but very different, conductors approached this Mount
Everest of the orchestral repertoire.
		In each case, but more so with Furtwängler and Toscanini, a significant number of
broadcast recordings of Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony under their direction have survived,
mostly of course in the twenty-year period from the mid-1930s onwards. With Fritz Busch,
there is just one surviving complete recording of him conducting Beethoven’s Ninth, and
it may be that his view of the work changed somewhat over the years in ways that we can
no longer recapture. What surely cannot be disputed, in each case, is that with these three
great conductors the essence of their interpretation of the work was settled relatively early on,
but what is equally beyond dispute is that a powerful extra-musical situation looms in the
background, occasionally in the foreground, of all three – the era of the Third Reich, from
1933-1945.
		This is not the place to discuss Furtwängler’s relationship with Nazi Germany in detail –
that has been well covered elsewhere – but his political courage and musical genius remained
undiminished throughout this period. They were perhaps made stronger when he refused
to leave Germany after Hitler came to power. No German musician did more to show his
contempt for fascism or to help his Jewish colleagues – often at considerable personal risk.
		
By the end of 1944, along with all rational people, Furtwängler knew that defeat
for Germany was inevitable; shortly before his last concert in Berlin, in January 1945,
Furtwängler was visited secretly by a lady who knew the Himmler family. Heinrich Himmler
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hearing the performances contained in this set, the charge of ‘routine’ interpretations could
not be levelled at this manifestly great conductor.
© Robert Matthew-Walker, 2008
Furtwängler in Buenos Aries – a reminiscence
The great conductor Wilhelm Furtwängler visited Buenos Aries only twice, after World War
II, in 1948 and 1950, being the only world-renowned great conductor who did not appear
there before 1939. His famous contemporaries, including Toscanini, Klemperer, Erich Kleiber,
Fritz Busch, Weingartner and others, had all conducted in Buenos Aries prior to 1939. Herbert
von Karajan also visited the city in 1950 for the only time in his career, but he belonged to
a younger generation.
		Curiously, Furtwängler did not conduct opera during either of his visits (the Teatro Colón
is basically an opera house!). He conducted in all seventeen concerts, encompassing a wide
repertoire from Bach’s St Matthew Passion and Brandenburg Concerto No 5 (Furtwängler himself
playing the important keyboard part), to Richard Strauss’s Also Sprach Zarathustra (which he
never recorded commercially) and Ein Heldenleben (for the one and only time in his life, on
April 14th 1948 at the Colon).
		He conducted the St Matthew Passion on three occasions with an admirable ensemble of
singers, including Anton Dermota, Josef Greindl and Margarete Klose (the latter having also
sung Mahler’s Kindertotenlieder under his baton at the Colón). He also lectured an eagerlyanticipated conference audience on ‘The Problems of Musical Life.’ His appearances in Buenos
Aries were uniformly very highly praised by the country’s leading music critics.
© Claudio von Foerster, 2008
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was the evil, some say satanic, chief of the SS and the Gestapo, who had first crossed swords
with Furtwängler in 1933 and had never forgiven the conductor. The lady (at no little risk
to herself) told Furtwängler that he was now under constant surveillance by the Gestapo; by
February 7, with his wife and young son already in Switzerland (where he was due to conduct,
at Ernest Ansermet’s invitation), Furtwängler was able to cross the border post to the safety of
the neutral country.
		
Throughout his life, Furtwängler kept a notebook, and in Switzerland - in Clarens
near Montreux - in 1945 he put down some of his thoughts: ‘Of course, it is my position
that I really know National Socialism and not only from the outside…[I] am among those
who experienced it over a period of twelve years. Many…had to become party members
[Furtwängler never did] in order to be able to exist at all.’ At that time, 1945, and because he
had chosen to remain in Germany throughout the Nazi period, Furtwängler was in musical
limbo, prevented from conducting publicly until 1947, when he had been ‘deNazified’ - as
the word has it. In Germany, under the Nazis, Furtwängler was persecuted as an opponent of
the Hitler regime – yet in ‘free’ and neutral Switzerland he was hounded as a representative of
precisely that Nazi system which had just done its best to exterminate him.
		In his Notebook for 1946 Furtwängler returned to his art and wrote on Symphonic Music:
‘The true symphony or sonata in the symphonic sense meant here (as manifested above all
in Beethoven’s music), is above all the energy of becoming, inexorability and the force of forward
motion.’ Nor should this, in Furtwängler’s case, be regarded as the conductor always driving
the music forwards, for ‘energy’ as such can take many forms. As he later muses: ‘Only in
observing the deeper laws of tonality – laws which run extraordinarily deep – does one attain
that complete relaxation, the counterpart and precondition of that great symphonic tension
that carries the music away across vast tracts.’ In that statement Furtwängler reveals, perhaps
unwittingly, the essence of his interpretative art, a combination of ‘the force of forward
motion’ allied to ‘complete relaxation’ and ‘great symphonic tension’.
		It was a rare gift. We know that in the last year of Furtwängler’s life, 1954, he planned
an essay on Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony, and in the Notebooks for 1943 we get a glimpse
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of what he might have elaborated upon in that unwritten essay. Carrying on his work under
constant allied bombardment, Furtwängler’s writing went beyond the immediacy of war
in Berlin: ‘the message that Beethoven directed at mankind in his works’, he wrote, ‘and
particularly in the Ninth Symphony – the message of goodness, of trust, of unity before
God – seems to me never to have been more necessary than it is today.’
		Can we discern that ‘message’ in Furtwängler’s performances of Beethoven? It would
seem the answer is yes, for as Yehudi Menuhin later recalled: ‘After playing the Beethoven
Concerto with him for the first time [August 30, 1947, in Lucerne] I was so deeply moved that
I promised myself never to play that Concerto again with any other conductor. Of course, that
is impossible, and I have often played it with others and with great enjoyment since that time.
But I was so overpowered by this precious, this unique experience that I did not want it ever
to be effaced or fade away in my ears – the way in which he had conducted this Concerto.’
		In the war-time concerts under Furtwängler, an unspoken massage of resistance to
fascism was discerned by many: Graf Kaunitz, a violent opponent of Hitler, said: ‘In
Furtwängler’s concerts we were one big family of the resistance.’ Here was surely a musical
personification – echoed in much of Shostakovich’s near-contemporaneous and later
music – of a message, clear to those with ears to hear, of the steadfast refusal of the artist to
kow-tow to tyrannical dictatorship.
		For Furtwängler, this came about through conducting – by far the most important aspect
of his life’s-work. ‘Conducting’, he said in 1953, ‘is something which can be taught and
rationalised very easily…it becomes extraordinarily difficult when it comes to fathoming the
depths of great works.’ That Furtwängler succeeded in his quest surely cannot be denied: as Sir
Neville Cardus wrote: ‘[Furtwängler’s] unfolding of the Ninth symphony of Beethoven was,
in my opinion, the biggest-scaled, most inward thinking in the slow movement, and cosmic
in the first, that I have ever heard. The Adagio began with the tone descent of the dove, so to
say…A silence by Furtwängler wasn’t just a cessation of sound; it was a living pulse beating.’
		A final reminiscence from Menuhin: ‘Once, when rehearsing in occupied Berlin in a
makeshift cinema, I heard the voice of despair. A cri de coeur broke from Furtwängler’s lips:

Furtwängler and Beethoven, Handel and Schubert
Following the 1948 rehearsal segment of Beethoven’s Leonore No 3 we have a complete
live performance of the Overture, recorded in Amsterdam in July 1950. Attentive listeners
will note that, in comparison with the rehearsal in Stockholm twenty months earlier,
Furtwängler’s approach to the work remained constant. This may seem rather surprising
to some listeners, owing to oft-repeated comments regarding Furtwängler’s ‘subjectivity’
in performance: whilst few musicians would ever wish to give absolutely identical
performances throughout their career, it is clear that the ‘subjective’ aspect of Furtwängler’s
conducting has been greatly exaggerated – his interpretations essentially remained
remarkably consistent.
		We also hear two further Beethoven Overtures, both with the Berlin Philharmonic. The
first, Egmont, – one of only two surviving Furtwängler performances of the work - comes from
the 1933 commercial Polydor recording, massive and powerful in conception and execution,
and the Coriolan performance is a wartime broadcast, the radio recording favouring the
timpani unduly, the drums seemingly played with hard sticks.
		Two months before the Dutch Leonore No 3, Furtwängler was in Buenos Aries for a series of
concerts with the Teatro Colón Orchestra. From these programmes we have (for Furtwängler)
a very rare Handel Concerto Grosso, Opus 6 No 11. The sound here is comparatively distant,
and the textures are occasionally muddied by the surface wear of the surviving acetates,
notably in the third Andante movement; none the less, the rarity of this recording overall,
and Furtwängler’s magisterial opening movement – stately and superbly sustained – compels
attention. The Schubert Rosamunde item, from his incidental music, are taken from another
concert two weeks later, revealing Furtwängler in more yielding, expressively pliant, mode.
The final track is a great rarity, by one of three Argentinian composer-brothers. José Maria
Castro (1892-1964) is the oldest, and is represented by this short brilliant comedy overture.
This work was actually the opening item in Furtwangler’s concert with the orchestra on
5 May 1950.
		As Furtwängler wrote in 1930: ‘The conductor has one arch-enemy to fight: routine.’ On
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richtig. Piano ist nicht richtig! Aber die Posaunen etwas gemässigter anfangen. Also jetzt war’s...Sie
dürfen nicht hervortreten, das kommt erst…nicht war, piano is nicht richtig...es bleibt so ungefähr...
so, ich meine..nur nicht gerade stark...Und dann kommt das Crescendo; das geht bis...bis 5. Takt
nach K, nicht war. Vor allem die letzen...(s)...das muss ein grosses Cresendo... (Yes – no, that
isn’t right. Piano isn’t right! But the trombones must come in with a bit more restraint. Well,
now it was…You mustn’t stand out, that only comes...you know piano isn’t right…it must
be about…well, what I mean…not really loud…And then you get the crescendo; that goes up
to…up to the fifth bar after K, right? Especially those last…that must be a big crescendo…). He
then asks the trombones: Haben Sie das drin? Nicht? Dann bitte, schreiben Sie hinein...Letzten
vier Takte vor K...nein, nach K...also direkt von K an crescendo bis zum 5. Takt. D muss dann... (s)
Bitte, spielen Sie nochmal kurz vorher das Fortissimo. (s) Ja, Sie wissen ja... (Have you got that in
your parts? No? then please put it in…Last four bars before K…no after K…anyway, from K
onwards a crescendo up to the fifth bar. And that must…Please, would you mind starting again
at the fortissimo just before. Yes, you know where I mean…)
		We now hear bars 578-598 again, and F can just be heard to say: Noch zu sehr piano!
Es darf nicht……es muss so ungefähr ein gutes Mezzoforte sein, sagen wir. Es muss...es muss den
Eindruck erwecken, als ob es forte wäre, nicht wahr? Und dann allmählich...Bitte schön, nochmal.
(Still too soft! It must be ... something like a healthy mezzoforte, let’s say. It must…it must
give the impression as though it were forte, you know? And then, gradually…Once again, if
you please). Bars 578-613, again F shouts: Das ist ein Akzent!!! Es muss viel stärker... (s) da
müssen...Nehmen Sie sich einen Atem dazu, dass das wirklich kommt, das dreifache f...Das is’ nix...
ich hör, nix...auch die Pauke! – Ja,meine Herren, müssen wir nochmal machen. Dieselbe Stelle, bitte
schön! (This is an accent!!! That must be much stronger…it must…Do take another breath,
so that it really comes out, this triple f…that was nothing…I couldn’t hear a thing…the timps
too!! – Well, gentlemen, we have to do that again. The same place, please!).
Notes and Translation by Prof Hans-Hubert Schönzeler © 1972,
author of Furtwängler, published by Duckworth, London 1990. Reprinted by permission.
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‘Wo ist mein Deutschland?’ – ‘Where is my Germany?’ His recordings, and the memory of his
manner, his appearance and his conducting have bequeathed us echoes of his Germany, his
Beethoven….’
		In the midst of war came the astonishing ‘message of goodness, of trust, of unity before
God’ in the Ninth Symphony, as this great artist recreated for his beleaguered contemporaries,
and bequeathed to us through the medium of this surviving recording.
© Robert Matthew-Walker, 2008
Extracts from Furtwängler’s Notebooks 1924-1954 translated by Shaun Whiteside, published by Quartet
Books, London and New York, 1989.

Furtwängler in Rehearsal
The first track on CD 2 contains an extract from the rehearsal of Leonore No 3 on November
12th 1948 with the Stockholm Philharmonic Orchestra, and it must be stressed that
Furtwängler himself was completely unaware of the fact (and, incidentally, never knew until
his dying day) that it was being recorded. This is, therefore, a record of his way of rehearsing
in a perfectly natural manner, without ‘stage-managing’ of any kind. The disadvantage is that
Furtwängler, in rehearsal, was apt to speak in half-finished sentences, to interrupt himself
with all sorts of indefinable mutters and grumblings, as well as singing (always out of
tune – the prerogative of most great conductors!). All this makes it difficult to give an exact
transcription and translation of what he actually says, and in the following the attempt is
made of providing a form of reportage of the part of his rehearsal recorded on this disc,
quoting the actual German words as far as they can be made out in italics, with a free English
translation (in brackets). Furtwängler’s name is reduced to F, and (s) stands for ‘sings’ – for
he sings a fair amount!
		This rehearsal excerpt covers the transition from the main movement to the Coda and
the Coda itself up to the climax. For the sake of those listeners who may wish to follow the
5

procedure with a score, bar-numbers have been added.
		The track opens at bar 460 of the Overture, F stamping and singing. During the music we
hear: Sehr schön, mmmh…crescendo (Very good, mmmh…crescendo), followed by a mumble.
He interrupts at bar 481: Nein, nein, nicht zu sehr diminuendo! (s) Die Flöte immer etwas führen,
(s) undsoweiter...und ganz genau im Tempo! Bitte, (s) das ganze noch einmal! (s) (No, no, not
so much diminuendo! The flute must always take the lead, and so on…and very strictly in
tempo! Please, once again the whole section). The orchestra starts again at bar 460, and
during the music F says: So…na…das liegt (followed by a mumble)…vibrato…Schön, jaaa!
(Yes…well…that lies…vibrato… Fine, yeees!). They get as far as bar 484. F interrupts: Neinnein-nein-nein, das icht nicht im Tempo! (s) Ganz genau, ohne...senza rubato, nicht wahr! Bitte
schön (s) das sforzato...(s) (No-no-no-no, that isn’t in tempo. Very precisely, without…senza
rubato, right! If you please, the sforzato…).
		We now hear bars 475-506, with F saying: So…Genau im Tempo!...So ist es sehr gut! (Yes…
Strictly in tempo!...Very good like that!). At bar 505 he stops: Viel zu stark, viel zu stark! Nicht
wahr, diese, dieses...Sie haben es ja selber gemerkt. (s) Ganz pianissimo...es darf gar nicht stärker
werden als dieses...(s) leichter Auftakt, so, wie es vorher die Oboe macht, nicht wahr. Nochmal die
zwei letzten Takte mit der Oboe – also viel mehr, die zwei letzten sforzato Takte...(s)...Ja, mit der
Oboe wo das sforzato ist. (Far too loud, far too loud! You know, this, these…you’ve noticed it
yourself. A real pianissimo…it mustn’t get any louder than this…a very light upbeat, just as
the oboe plays it, allright? Once more the last two bars with the oboe - that’s to say the last
two sforzato bars…Yes, with the oboe, where the sforzato is.)
		The orchestra goes back to bar 496. At pp F says: Jetzt noch lei... (now still sof..) and,
coming up to bar 508: Jetzt...so, kurz…immer kurz, das H auch kurz...alles gleichmässig, nicht
wahr, nicht diese...so wie es manchmal gemacht wird. (Now... that’s it, short...always short, also
the B...everything evenly, you know, none of this…the way it’s done sometimes.) Meanwhile
the orchestra has stopped playing and F sings again. Then: Genau… (s) noch einmal…
(Precisely…once again).
		Once more the orchestra plays from bar 496, but this time carries on up to bar 537/38 with

F stamping his foot and, as we approach the ff, shouting at the top of his voice: Im tempo!!! (In
tempo!!!). He interrupts: Wissen Sie, vor allem wenn dann die Bratschen dazukommen...(s)...die
Bässe...die Akzente. Noch mal, machen wir noch mal...(s)... Ist pianissimo, pianissimo, nicht war...
(You know, especially when the violas come in…the basses…the accents. Once more, let’s do
it again…It’s pianissimo, pianissimo, you know…). He then gives the upbeat to bat 502, and
while the orchestra is playing: Aufpassen…zu stark…genau im Takt bleiben…genau im Takt, ganz
ruhig…! (Watch it…too loud…stay precisely in tempo…precisely in tempo, very quiet…!).
Then, as the Presto Coda gets under way, he stamps and shouts – stopping at bar 561: Wissen
Sie, also, das ist der Lauf…(s)…besonders das Crescendo etwas stärker, zumal wenn die…wenn die
Bratschen kommen…kann noch stärker, noch brillanter kommen...Sonst war’s ja richtig. Und dann
hier – Hörner – sehr stark (s) doppelt, doppelt (s) undsoweiter. Machen wir der nochmal! Direkt
vier. Takte vor Presto, vier Takte vor Presto! (You know, there is this run…especially the crescendo
much stronger, particularly when the…when the violas come in…could be still louder, more
brilliant. Otherwise it was allright. And then, look, horns – very loud, double, double, and so
on. Let’s do it again! Right away four bars before Presto, four bars before Presto!).
		We now get bars 510-549, F stamping in the background as the Coda gets under way.
Again he interrupts: Sobald Sie da das Fortissimo da hereinkommen, da spielen Sie so dahinten,
so-und-so viele...is unmöööglich!! Das ist kein Tutti, was man so markieren kann!...Bitte schön, vier
Takte vor Presto...eins! (As soon as you come in there with that fortissimo, there’s a lot of you
back there playing any-old-how…it’s ghaaastly! It’s not one of those Tutti where you can just
fiddle along!...If you please, four bars before Presto…one!) – and back we go to bar 510 until F
stops at bar 579: Schon wieder diese Abstriche! (s) Im Piano, nicht wahr…und das’n bisschen…(s)
molto tenuto, immer...(s) Auch vorher, nach 9. Takt nach I, nicht wahr. (s) Molto marcato,
marcatissimo – die Holzbläser, wissen Sie, 9 nach I. Das ist noch nichts...noch etwas stärker...Hörner
vielleicht...ja... (What, those downbows again!? Piano, allright...and then a bit…always molto
tenuto…Earlier on, too, after the ninth bar after I, you know. Molto marcato, marcatissimo – the
woodwinds, you know the place, nine after I. – That’s nothing yet…still a bit louder…perhaps
the horns…yes). Now bars 554-594 are rehearsed. Again F cuts in with: Ja – nein, das ist nicht
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